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Leadership and Ethics News Around
the World
In line with our vision of sharing knowledge that improves the way
managers lead and live in Africa and the world, we hereby present a
section of interesting headlines concerning Leadership and Ethics in the
global community for the week ending March 8 2019.

Engaging Ethical Ambassadors On The Front Lines
We all know that tone at the top is important: without legitimate, committed
support from senior management, even the best ethics program will fail. When
you’re a big company with a lot of locations, it’s hard to get the word out about
your ethical initiatives. The culture is dispersed, many of the employees are
remote, and the communication systems are varied. What you need is a person
on the frontlines: someone who knows the atmosphere, understands the
culture, and can relate to her peers. An Ethics Ambassadors program acts as a
pipeline between you and your employees, allowing you to learn from their
experiences while they engage with your objectives.

Read more

What It Takes To Be
Successful With A QualityOriented Strategy

How to Turn Stress Into
Success Once You Reach
the Top
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How Generosity Builds Trust
Around the globe, levels of trust are down. Fortunately, ethical leaders can take
specific actions to signal trustworthiness. Research shows that when it comes
to building trust during a first impression, you can't beat generosity.Only 37%.
That is the percentage of people who believe CEOs are credible, according to
the 2017 Edelman Trust Barometer. This number plummeted 12 points during
2016, settling at a new all-time low. And this figure is only part of a larger trend.
Across society and across the world levels of trust are down—not only in
business, but in media, in government, and in NGOs.

Read More

How Values as Principles
for Behaviors Can Help
Produce Innovation
Every person had a view on what they
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The Paradox of Employee Surveillance
For many people, the global financial crisis
eroded trust in corporations and government.
There was a double-digit decline in trust of large
banks in particular,dropping from 69% before
the crisis to 49% in 2013 in Edelman Trust data.
These perceptions have ushered in a new paradigm of oversight between
regulators and firms, both for banks and big business generally. And this
increased oversight of companies has also created new dynamics between
organizations and their employees, as executives try to control for any
possibility of misconduct.

Read more

Conference
International Conference on Advanced Research in
Business, Management and Economics
ICABME aims to bring together researchers, scientists and scholar students to
exchange and share their experiences, new ideas, and research results about
all aspects of Business, Management and Economics discuss the practical
challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. Read more
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